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Abstract: This paper describes an approach to consistently model and characterize potential object candidates presented in non-static scenes. With a stereo camera rig we recollect and collate range data from different views around a scene. Three principal procedures support our method: i) the segmentation of the captured range images into 3D clusters or blobs, by which we obtain a first gross impression of the spatial structure of the scene, ii) the maintenance and reliability of the map, which is obtained through the fusion of the captured and mapped data to which we assign a degree of existence (confidence value), iii) the visual motion estimation of potential object candidates, through the combination of the texture and 3D-spatial information, allows not only to update the state of the actors and perceive their changes in a scene, but also to maintain and refine their individual 3D structures over time. The validation of the visual motion estimation is supported by a dual-layered 3D-mapping framework in which we are able to store the geometric and abstract properties of the mapped entities or blobs, and determine which entities were moved in order to update the map to the actual scene state.

1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, besides the challenging task of building a reliable 2- or 3D map, the principal objective in many robot applications is to interact with the immediate environment. For this, the robot system must be able to correctly identify the objects or actors along with their functions inside a scene in order to plan the appropriated strategies of interaction. The challenge increases in non-static environments in which the registration of 3D data (in a geometric level) and identification of the actors (in an abstract level) become more complex tasks. The system is then demanded to cope not only with the imprecision and inherent noise of the sensory data but also with the dynamic changes of the scene, and a constant update to the current state requires also a constant and consistent refinement of the mapped information with the newly captured state. In this context, an important mechanism for the perception of and update to new states is that of the estimation of both independent- and ego-motion parameters of the actors and camera rig for a correct estimation of the expectations, see Fig. 1. Unlike works related to structure from motion (SFM) in which mostly the flow of salient information is detected, through the combination of texture and spatial information we are also able to preserve and refine at the same time the moving 3D structures. Our approach utilizes exclusively visual information and discriminates between the data that support the ego-motion (inliers) and that caused by independent-object motions (outliers) under a ransac scoring scheme. Having a set of matched features either in 2- or 3D of a scene observed from two different poses at different times, we profit from the fact that not all the information classified as outlier is derived from noisy or mismatched data, and this information gives, in turn, patterns indicating probable independent events inside the same scene. In order to detect these good outliers we utilize a dual-layered framework that stores the elements as 3D blobs representing tentative object candidates; The advantage of
using this framework is twofold: i) in this work, the geometric layer of the framework helps to spatially relate the mapped elements and the outlier positions, ii) for future works, once a mapped element was detected it was moved, additional properties like grasping points or labels like movable, unmovable, etc., can be assigned to that element and stored in the abstract layer of the framework.

**Related Work.** Works on motion estimation are mainly related to the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem and visual odometry (VO) methods; SLAM-based systems capture salient features of the surroundings, build a rigid 2- or 3D map out of them and improve with each observation the state of the map, i.e., the position of the captured features and sensor devices. In the classic SLAM, the environment is considered to be static, and moving features are considered sources of noise (e.g., (Kitt et al., 2010)). In (Lin and Wang, 2010) and (Wang et al., 2003) present examples of augmented approaches of SLAM adapted for dynamic environments that take into account these non-static elements: the objects (sparse features) that are not consistent regarding the robot motion are simply discarded for being mapped and for the ego-motion estimation, but they are tracked instead. In (Nister et al., 2004) is presented a VO system for single and stereo camera; it describes the basic steps like feature detection, feature matching and the robust pose estimation of the scene and clustering of the object candidates. This is done by validating or invalidating the existence of each mapped point. For this, a degree of existence or confidence value is assigned to each point during the blob fusion process: every time a 3D point is fused its confidence value is increased, otherwise its value is decreased. For a proper confidence-value assignment, visibility tests on each point are performed through a z-buffered reprojection method.
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**Figure 2:** Segmentation of a rigid 3D registration. (Left) the range observation is stored in an octree, (right) segmentation of the scene and clustering of the object candidates are performed.

### 2D-3D MAPPING FRAMEWORK

The framework our approach is based on is described in detail in (Ramirez and Burschka, 2011). In this section we briefly present the two auxiliary procedures supporting our approach: 3D segmentation and map maintenance.

#### 3D-Blob Detection.

After the supporting-plane detection, the rigid 3D reading is stored in an octree, Fig. 2. In order to find the spatial relations among the 3D points a Depth-First Search (DFS) is performed by traversing the leaves inside the octree and finally identifying and clustering the connected components as shown in Fig. 2.

**Map Maintenance.** This is done by validating or invalidating the existence of each mapped point. For this, a degree of existence or confidence value is assigned to each point during the blob fusion process: every time a 3D point is fused its confidence value is increased, otherwise its value is decreased. For a proper confidence-value assignment, visibility tests on each point are performed through a z-buffered reprojection method.

### 3 VISUAL MOTION ESTIMATION

At time $k$ a set of $N$ 3D points $S(k) = \{p_n, P_n\}$ is taken from the sensor devices, being $p_n \in \mathbb{R}^3$ the measured, mean point value and $P_n$ its spatial uncertainty matrix. After segmentation of $S(k)$, we define our map $M(k) = \{B_i(k)\}$ as a set of blobs $B_i(k) = \{p_f, P_f, \gamma_f\}$, where each blob is composed by a group of 3D points $p_f$, with covariance matrix $P_f$ and an assigned confidence value $\gamma_f$; we also maintain a set of 2D features $f(k) = \{u_f, v_f\}$, see Fig. 3, with each of these pixel coordinate pairs having a corresponding 3D feature point in the set $f(k) = \{p_f, P_f\}$.
related by \( H : (u_f, v_f) \mapsto (p_f, P_f) \), where \( H \) is a mapping (3D stereo reconstruction) function of a feature point from pixel to 3D coordinates. At pose \((k+1)\) new sets \( \{B_j(k+1)\} \) and \( f(k+1) \), from \( S(k+1) \) and \( I(k+1) \), are determined and a set of \( L \) 2D-feature correspondences \( C_{2D} = (I_1, I_2) \) is established, where \( I_1 \subseteq I(k) \) and \( I_2 \subseteq I(k+1) \). The corresponding set of 3D matching points \( C_{3D} = (F_1, F_2) \) is also determined from \( C_{2D} \).

Figure 3: Exemplary scene. The box closest to the camera in (a) is moved back, while the cameras are moved forwards (b). (a) First set of detected 2D features \( I(k) \) (the cyan-shadowed areas do not contain depth information). (b) Flow of valid 2D-feature matches \( C_{2D} = (I_1, I_2) \).

**Ego-Motion Estimation.** With these matching sets we have defined a flow of visual features in 2- and 3D. In case of a static scene, all these lines converge in one single point, the *epipole*, which is the projection of the previous camera-center pose in the current camera screen and would correspond only to the motion of the cameras; the transformation that relates the current pose with the previous one is then supported ideally by all the matched feature points. In this case we can find a rotation matrix \( \text{ego} \cdot R \) and a translation vector \( \text{ego} \cdot t \) that minimize a cost function as proposed in (Arun et al., 1987):

\[
\Sigma^2 = \sum_{l=1}^{n} \| p_{2,l} - (\text{ego} \cdot R) \cdot p_{1,l} + \text{ego} \cdot t \| \tag{1}
\]

with \( p_{1,l} \in f_{1,l} \) and \( p_{2,l} \in f_{2,l} \). Due to mainly noisy sensor readings, feature mismatches and dynamic changes in the environment, not all of the matched features in \( \{C_{3D}\} \) support the minimization in Eq. 1. Therefore, we have to find a proper subset of matched features \( \{F_{1}', F_{2}'\} \) that is geometrically consistent with the motion of the cameras. Under a ransac scoring scheme we define the transformation hypothesis \( \{\text{hyp} \cdot R, \text{hyp} \cdot t\} \), with the largest amount of scores, as the one which gives this set of inliers. The scoring is based on the similarity of the matching points:

\[
p_{1,l}' = \text{hyp} \cdot R \cdot p_{1,l} + \text{hyp} \cdot t \tag{2}
\]

\[
v_{jj} = p_{2,l} - p_{1,l}' \tag{3}
\]

\[
\chi^2_j = v_{jj}^T S_j^{-1} v_{jj} < \chi^2_a \tag{4}
\]

and

\[
S_j = P_{1,j} + P_{2,j} \tag{5}
\]

where \( (p_{1,l}, p_{k,l}) \in F_{1} \) and \( (p_{2,l}, p_{k,l}) \in F_{2} \). We use the set of matched points that fulfill the Mahalanobis metric \( \chi^2 \) of Eq. 4 to minimize the sum of squared residuals \( \Sigma^2 \) of Eq. 1 and to obtain the transformation from pose \( k \) to pose \( (k+1) \) corresponding to the ego-motion of the cameras. The matched pairs that do not fulfill Eq. 4 constitute the group of outliers. In Fig. 4(left) only the set of inliers is displayed.

**Object-Motion Estimation.** Outliers can be generated basically by three types of sources: noisy readings, mismatched features and independent flows of features. In order to detect each independent object motion we determine the spatial relations that these tracks give between the mapped and newly captured blobs. Detecting that some outliers in \( F_{1} \) and their correspondences in \( F_{2} \) belong to some blobs at time \( k \) and \( (k+1) \) respectively, i.e., \( \{f_{1,j,l}\} \in B_{n}(k) \) and \( \{f_{2,j,l}\} \in B_{n}(k+1) \), we infer that blob \( B_{n}(k) \) was moved to blob \( B_{n}(k+1) \) and compute its motion parameters \((\text{R}', \text{t}')\) by following the same procedure for the ego-motion estimation but now with a reduced set of \( I \) outliers \( \{f_{1,j,l}, f_{2,j,l}\} \mapsto (\text{R}', \text{t}') \). Fig. 4(right) shows the subset of outliers from the set of matches shown in Fig. 3(b).

Figure 4: Subsets of inliers indicating the ego-motion (left), and outliers indicating the motion of the box (right).

### 4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Our vision system is mounted on a wheeled robot that moves to fixed poses observing a scene. The distances and turning angles between any two positions are not so big in order to obtain overlapped regions of captured data. The scene is constituted by some movable, graspable objects, Fig. 5, that were moved as the robot moved from one spot to the next. In order to have a ground truth some marks were drawn on the floor indicating at each step the new actual poses of the objects and the robot; the marks are not perceptible to the cameras. The robot was manually operated in order to achieve the desired pose on the floor as close as possible. Table 1 enumerates the sequence of
poses, the set-point values at each spot and the estimated poses corresponding to a single trial. Considering that in this experiment the camera positions are biased by a human factor regarding the manual operation of the robot, in Table 1 we also report as a reference, the pose values that were obtained by moving the robot and keeping the same scene static. Concerning the dynamic scene, since the estimation of a transformation depends on the quantity as well as the quality of the points, we also include in the table the mean squared error (MSE) of each transformation as a measure of the reliability or precision of the estimation (MSE Tr), and in order to have a statistics of the accuracy of the process, we show the MSE of the Euclidean distance (MSE Eu) between the estimated poses and the reference positions corresponding to 40 measurements in each pose. Because we aim at building a 3D map for robot interaction, only the objects that lie closer to the stereo rig, inside a radius of 2 m from the cameras, are registered into the map, in our example this corresponds to the first three boxes in Fig. 5(a). This figure shows a textured 3D image at the first state of the scene. Fig. 5(b) shows by color all the static registrations along with the estimated camera pose frames for each step of the sequence. The last two columns of Table 1 indicate that our motion estimation system is more precise than accurate, i.e., we can not certainly determine the absolute pose of each mapped object in the world but rather determine that the geometric relations in the map measured either between any two of them or locally to a single blob are the closest values to the actual ones. In Table 2 we report the estimated pose values that were obtained with the moved objects. We now present the results of collating a sequence of range data of a non-simpe geometric model in Fig. 6(a). The object and the cameras were moved to different spots during the sequence. In order to show how precise the different sets of valuated points of a 3D-blob image the actual mapped object, we present the results of fitting by ICP each point set to a 3D model of the mapped object. The confidence value assignments ranges from 0-7. Some fittings can be visually observed in Fig. 6(c-e). We also present the magnitude of the matrix rotation, Eq. 6, that was needed for each fitting: \{valuated\_pts \rightarrow \{model\_pts\}. Since the object-model frame and the valuated-point frame were aligned before running ICP, this value will give us a measure of the amount of correction that was needed to obtain a corresponding RMS error value of this fitting. The results are shown in Table 3. Although the amount of correction...
Table 3: Results of the confidence value $\gamma$ assignments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>Points [%]</th>
<th>Rotation Norm</th>
<th>RMS Error</th>
<th>Figure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.257931</td>
<td>0.001407</td>
<td>Fig. 6(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.279540</td>
<td>0.001439</td>
<td>Fig. 6(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>0.334356</td>
<td>0.002410</td>
<td>Fig. 6(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>74.66</td>
<td>0.411679</td>
<td>0.004266</td>
<td>——</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>0.339462</td>
<td>0.004003</td>
<td>——</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>0.255960</td>
<td>0.002779</td>
<td>——</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>0.260456</td>
<td>0.002608</td>
<td>——</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>0.251197</td>
<td>0.002689</td>
<td>——</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is similar for the points with extreme confidence values, we can observe that the points with larger confidence values present smaller RMS errors; this means that these points were better spatially located in their local frame before the ICP fitting and therefore describe better the actual size of the object.

\[
\|R\|_F \equiv \|\{\text{valuated pts}\} - \{\text{model pts}\}\|_F = \sqrt{\text{trace}(R^T \cdot R)} \tag{6}
\]

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented a feature-based updating mechanism for 3D structures. This mechanism along with ransac are the basis for our independent-motion estimation method in which we exploit the information the outliers can convey under the assumption that not all of them are produced by noisy readings or mismatched features. While the inliers describe the ego-motion, with the set of good outliers we are able to infer the rest of independent motion parameters. For detection of this latter set we utilize the geometric layer of presented mapping framework. The experiments carried out utilized exclusively visual information and yielded precise results regarding the pose estimation between two consecutive spots. In the other hand, since our approach is based on ransac some drawbacks are also inherited from it: the ego-motion estimation relies on the detection of the set of inliers which in ransac is composed by the majority of the captured elements. In highly dynamic environments, however, the ego-motion estimation might not be supported by most of the measured elements; in such a case other additional mechanisms like wheel-encoder based odometry, global position system (GPS), inertial measurement unit (IMU), etc. can be integrated.
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